
 
 

Title: Photo for Wellness 

Photo for Wellness uses a mix of nature, photography and mindfulness to enhance wellbeing, 

gain clarity, reduce stress, be more motivated and have fun at the same time. 

Start the walk with wellness in mind – purposefully, in the present moment, and non-

judgmentally with loving kindness 

• Allow yourself time to settle down and be purposefully aware of your intention - to enhance 

your wellbeing  

• Walk at a comfortable pace and slightly slower than you would normally walk in a park  

• Start to notice your body and be aware of the different sensation  

• Breath in deeply through your nose and breath out through your mouth 

• Notice the surroundings. What do you see around you? Hear? Smell?  

• Choose one theme for your mindful photography. It can be anything that makes you happy or 

makes others happy; you can also choose colours, textures, shapes, lines, lights, shadows, 

flowers, animals, trees, plants, water, leaves, people etc 

• Alternatively, you can focus on an emotion/feeling or a thought 

• Enjoy the sights, smells and sounds of nature. Look out for anything that might fit your theme  

• If you find your mind wondering, gently bring yourself back to the present moment 

• When you find a subject that fits your theme, slow down, stop and take a photo using your 

phone. Take your time and notice the sensory experience as you pay attention to your subject 

• Move around and explore different camera angles when it is safe to do so. Be aware of your 

surrounding 

• If it is something that is familiar to you, can you experience it as though it is your first time? Do 

you see something that you have never seen before? How about exploring from a different 

perspective? 

• This is not a technical photography workshop so please do not worry about technical issues like 

finding the right lighting conditions, whether you have the right ISO, shutter speed or aperture 

• There is no ‘right and wrong’ way of taking a photograph 

• Go with the flow, enjoy the process and have fun 

• Sharing of experience at the end of the photo walk 

o Choose one photo and talk about your experience 

o What is your theme? 

o Where did you take the photo? 

o What is different about this experience compared to other times when you take 

photos? 

o What are you thinking and feeling? 

o How do you focus and pay attention? 

o What did you take away from this? 

• Finally, give yourself time to wrap up the experience 


